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AN EXHIBIT on public health and medi-
cine in the United States was on display

at the Brussels World Fair between August
18 and October 19, 1958. Housed in three
buildings adjacent to the main American Pa-
vilion, the exhibit was designed and built by
the Public Health Service.

Mr. Hunter is Assistant to the Surgeon General for
Information, Public Health Service. Mr. Hunter,
William Thompson, assistant chief, Visual Aids
Branch, Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, and Harry Wiener, visual information officer,
Bureau of State Services, Public Health Service,
formed the three-man team who conceived and built
the exhibit in Brussels after some preliminary plan-
ning in the United States.

Its purpose was to tell the story of progress
in American health during the past several
decades with some emphasis, as well, on the
unfinished tasks that lie ahead.
A display on American health was consid-

ered important for several reasons:
First, how a nation provides for the health

of its people is a significant gauge of how that
nation lives. In Dr. Howard Rusk's phrase,
"The emphasis we place on dignity and serv-
ice for our sick and handicapped is [also] a
hallmark of life in America."
Second, the story of American accomplish-

ments in health is exportable. Health tech-
niques, methods, knowledge, and facilities de-
veloped in the United States are now being
used in many parts of the world. We are al-
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ready contributing substantially to health
throughout the world, and President Eisen-
hower has suggested that we seek ways to in-
crease that contribution.
The Brussels fair presented an opportunity

to tell that story. The objective, therefore,
was not only to show what we do in health and
how we do it, but to illustrate the enormous
potential which the export of American ideas
and techniques in health holds for people in
other nations.
Two further points about this exhibit should

be mentioned. First, exhibits are not the only
nor necessarily the best method of presenting
American accomplishments in health to the
world. All the techniques of public education
and health information could-and should-be
employed if we are to do a really significant job
on the world scene.

Second, the Brussels exhibit cannot be con-
sidered a prototype of exhibits abroad. For
example, it was necessary to fit the story into
a physical structure designed for another pur-
pose. From mid-April until mid-July the
three buildings, used ultimately for the health
display, had housed an exhibit on unfinished

Outside the public health and medicine exhibit at
the Brussels World Fair are Dr. Leroy E. Burney,
Surgeon General of the Public Health Service, and
(right) Dr. Thurston J. Davies, executive director
of the American Pavilion. The panel inscription,
like all signs and captions in the pavilion, is in
English, French, and Flemish.

tasks in the United States, specifically on man
in relationship to man, on man in relationship
to nature, and on man in relationship to his
environment. Moreover, events obliged us to
design and develop most of the health exhibit
on the spot within 31/2 weeks.
The major problem in planning the exhibit

was to encompass the tremendously varied and
complex story of American health within man-
ageable visual form. We started with several
basic assumptions: (a) the story was not to be
told chauvinistically but in a spirit of sensible
candor which presented what has been done
and what remains to be done in the United
States; (b) the exhibit was to include as many
elements of public health and medicine in this
country as possible, rather than cover the work
of a single profession, group, or institution,
within or outside government; (c) because of
its wide scope, the story had to be presented
impressionistically rather than literally.
The decision was made, therefore, to classify

health work in the United States under four
broad areas of activity: prevention, treatment
of the sick and disabled, medical and hospital
care, and control of the environment.
To round out the story of American health

which the exhibit simply outlined, we relied on
a group of young American college students em-
ployed in the United States Pavilion to serve as
guides, to answer questions, and to describe as-
pects of American life not fully pictured. These
guides were thoroughly briefed and were given
fact sheets which contained more detailed in-
formation than the displays included.
The theme of the entire exhibit was summed

up in the opening panel of the first building:
"Better health is one of man's brightest

dreams.
From the beginning, man has fought pesti-

lence, disease, suffering, and premature death.
The face of the enemy is changing...

from death-dealing scourges to diseases that
maim and disable.
The weapons have changed . . . from nos-

trums to miraculous drugs and the skills of
modern medicine.
The scene is changing . . . from the pace of

rural life to the tempo of great cities.
But the struggle endures and better health
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Photographs (left) illustrate hospital and medical
care in the United States. Exhibit (right) traces
the development of antibiotics from bread mold to
the final product in the symbolic petri dish. Tree
bears a quotation from Psalm 67, "The earth has
yielded its increase .

,for each nation remains among mankind's
great unfinished tasks.
This is a story of how the battle for better

health is being carried on in America and some-
thing of the great challenges that lie
ahead . ..
The interior of the first building used the

concept of a crumpled newspaper with head-
lines indicating some of our national problems
in health and medicine. The nature of these
problems was merely suggested by four photo-
graphs illustrating the broad fronts in the fight
against illness: prevention, treatment, medical
care, and control of the environment.
The second building was devoted to visual

treatment of these four broad themes by spe-
cific examples which showed, not literally but
impressionistically, America's accomplishments
and future tasks. Throughout the accompany-
ing text the linkage of medical science in the
United States to the scientific accomplishments
of other nations was indicated.
A summary of the present health status in the

United States introduced the visitor to the sec-
ond building. A light box containing a color
photograph depicted in a series of 15-second
flashing light sequences the average size of the
various groups in the American family from

1900 to the present. The text pointed out that
in 1900 a child at birth could expect to live 46
years; but in 1958, a child at birth can expect
to live 67 years, or well into the 21st century.

Opposite the light box was a model of a beat-
ing heart, used as a symbol of health. The
accompanying text pointed out that in the
United States certain of mankind's ancient
enemies have been conquered: malaria, typhoid
fever, smallpox, diphtheria, pellagra. Others,
however, remain: cancer, heart disease, arthri-
tis, mental illness, dental diseases, and the prob-
lems of the modern environment.
The section on prevention highlighted the

development of the poliomyelitis vaccine, one
American story which is well known through-
out much of the world. Photographs traced
the story from its beginning through research,
trial, application, and results. A chart showed
the Nation's progress against this disease dur-
ing the past 4 years. The guides were asked
to point out that within weeks after the
vaccine proved successful, the United States
made its formula known to all the nations of
the world.
The Salk vaccine story also illustrated the

promise of medical research. "Medical re-
search," an accompanying legend read, "on
which the U. S. currently spends over $400 mil-
lion annually is a first line of defense. Through
the work of scientists the world over, the dark
mystery of cancer, the cause of heart disease,
and other illnesses will one day be uncovered."
The guides pointed out that Congress, over

the past 10 years, has voted increasing amounts
for medical research, principally for grants to
universities, medical schools, hospitals, and
other research laboratories. Industry, univer-
ities, and private foundations were credited
with their part in this national endeavor.
The guides were coached to emphasize the

international character of research, citing the
long and illustrious list of scientists from
dozens of nations who have contributed to
American and world progress in health. This
information permitted visitors to identify them-
selves and their countries with the march of
health.
A series of photographs under the general

heading of prevention demonstrated another
phase of research and its application, the use
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The health objectives of the United States were
summed up in a quotation from President Eisen-
hower: "We shall not relax in the struggle against
disease. The health of our people is the very essence

of sodiunm fluoride to pirevent dental caries.
The fluioride story was clhosen not only because
it is illustrative of research applied to huuman
lhealth but also because of the wide prevalence
of dental caries abroad and the fact that fluori-
dation of community water supplies is a simple,
inexpensive method of cutting dow-n measllral)ly
on suchl defects.
The section on treatment, also presented in

terms of accomplishment and of challlenge, il-
lustrated the story of antibiotics. For the
worlcl of science the antibiotics are a triumplh
of research; for the United States they are a
triuml)h, as well, of miass prodcuction methods.

of our vitality, our strength and our progress as a
nation." The panel containing the statement in
three languages was in the building devoted to health
in the future.

The exlhibit slhowed the souirce of antibiotics,
simple molds; how they are refined and mniass
produced; tlheii tremenldous variety; how they
are a(dlmiliistered; anid the diseases aoTainst whicl
they halve beeni miost effective.
The text stalted: "In 1929, ,a brillianit English

scielntist, Sir Alexander Flemuing, discovered
penlicillini. Since tlhen, thonsanids of new drugs
anidimaniy new mi-iedical teclhniques have given
liope to miiillionis anid relieved untold humani
suffering. As lonig as needless deaths occur,
me(licinie's gireat clhallenges remain."
The guides could againi point out the inter-

national clharacter of researchl and its infinite
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promise for mankind. They were asked, for
example, to tell visitors of the successful use
of antibiotics against yaws in Haiti. Similarly,
it was suggested that they mention the con-
quest of malaria in the United States, and the
worldwide malaria eradication campaign now
being undertaken through the World Health
Organization.
The section on care covered rehabilitation of

the ill or handicapped and American progress
in developing hospital and medical facilities.
"Hospitals are needed for a growing popula-
tion," the accompanying text read, "and for the
care of the elderly whose numbers, in America
as in other lands, are steadily increasing.
Funds voted by the Congress of the United
States or contributed by individual Americans
have built thousands of hospitals in recent
years. More are being built; more are needed."
In this field, the guides were briefed on the

steadily rising level of medical care in America
brought about by research, new drugs, new
methods of surgery, improved medical and pub-
lic health practice, and perhaps most important
and basic to this rise, the sustained public
interest in the improvement of health. They
were also given information on the accomplish-
ments of the joint Federal-State-local hospital
construction program and on the health and
medical care problems of an aging population.
Among a wide range of possible subjects,

two-water pollution and air pollution-which
are common to industrialized nations, were
chosen to illustrate control of the environment.
Two brief statements accompanied the pic-

tures: "As great cities grow, so do the hazards
of environment. Pittsburgh, Pa., America's
'smoky city,' has cleaned up its air. Both air
and water pollution are unfinished tasks for
other cities in the U. S. and throughout the
world." And, "Wastes from industrial plants
and over-taxed disposal systems in growing
suburban areas contribute to polluted rivers.
Many thousands of streams and lakes provide
good clean water. The job of restoring many
other rivers is a big one-a task in which Ameri-

can industry, local communities, and the Federal
Government are cooperating."
Three "before and after" photographs of

Pittsburgh illustrated accomplishments in re-
ducing air pollution. The environment section
provided an opportunity for the guides to dis-
cuss briefly other subjects such as sanitation,
personal hygiene, the safety of water and miilk
supplies, and the safety and quality of food and
drugs.
The third building suggested the world

toward which we are moving, a world in which
the great diseases will have yielded to
the impact of research, control measures, better
care of the ill and the handicapped, and in-
creasing control over the environment.
An important part of this section showed the

pattern in which health services are provided
to the people of the United States. It is a
partnership of the many: the health profes-
sions, voluntary agencies, universities and re-
search centers, hospitals and clinics, citizens
groups, and local, State, and Federal Govern-
ments.
America's health objectives for the future

were summed up in two brief panels. The first
panel contained a quotation from President
Eisenhower: "We shall not relax in the struggle
against disease. The health of our people is
the very essence of our vitality, our strength
and our progress as a nation."
This statement on the importance of health,

equally relevant to all nations, sums up the value
that Americans place on this intimately human
need.
On the opposite panel there was a statement

of objectives which embodies both the domestic
ideal and the concept of America's role in rela-
tionship to other nations:
"To continue, through research and im-

proved public health and medical practice, the
fight against suffering and premature death in
America . .

"To help pursue, through the World Health
Organization and other means, the search for
a healthier world."
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